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Abstract

Wettability is an important factor in a number of 
petroleum production processes. Asphaltene 
deposition can have a strong role in wettability 
reversal. Among many factors, the high molecular 
weight, polar fraction of crude oils, including the 
asphaltenes, are considered to be the primary 
wettability altering agents. 

Understanding the role of aspha1ltene in 
wettability of fluids on solid surfaces, and their 
reversal will help us plan for more efficient oil 
recovery processes. It will also establish the role 
of asphaltene deposition in the production operation 
of asphaltenic crudes including heavy 
petroleum crudes. In this paper the groundwork 
for the study of the complex role of asphaltene 
and its deposition in altering the wettability of 
reservoir fluids on solid surfaces is presented. A 
number of experimental observations in support 
of the strong role of asphaltene in 

the interfacial properties and wettability 
A new molecular theory for 

altering 
is reported. 
prediction of wettability and its reversal is also 
introduced. 

Introduction and Backiround 

It is well recognized th.:.t the prc�ence of 
asphaltene in a crude oil can add signific,rntly to the 
problems in a petroleum produc:ion field. Properties 
of the asphaltene containing residue of an oil are 
found not to be consistent with the properties of the 
lighter oil fractions. The compounds which constitute 
complex petroleum crudes are mutually soluble so 
long as ;i certain ratio of each kind of molecule is 
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maintained in the oil mixture; The\' ,He the ratil' of 
polar to nonpolar molecules and tl1c r,1lil, l,i high to 
low molecular weighi molecules in tlw mixture.1·;: 
The necessary mathematical models tor the prediction 
of the onsets and amounts of deposition of asphaltene 
due to changes in flow conditions, temperature, 
pressure, and concentrations is ,1lre,1dy forrnuL:itcd.3·5
The principles of thermodynamics oi multicom1,wnent 
mixtures and phase equilibria, the theory of 
continuous mixtures, the statistical theory of polymer 
soluticn, the concept of streaming potential, and the 
theory of FRACTAL aggregation i-.inetics arc utilized to 
develop these models. 

Asphaltene depo�ition is considered to be .i. 

major cause of wettability re\'crsal inside an oil 
reservoir. Wettabilily is defined as "the tendency of 
one fluid to spread on or adhere to a Sl11id surface in 
the presence of other immiscible flu1ds:·b Wettability 
has bt•cn recognized as an important f,,ctor in a 
number of oil-recovcry-reialcl� proccs�es such as 
waterflood behavior, capillary pres�ure, and relative 
permeability. According to the literature the e:-·act 
mechanism of wettability is not satisfactorily 
understood. Furthermore, the determination of in
situ wettability and application of laboratory result� to 
field conditions are known to be unreliable. It is also 
known that wetting states of reservoir rocks are 
inherently difficult to ascertain. Whether the majority 
of reservoirs are water wet, oil wet, or of intermediate 
wettability seems still very much a m.ittcr of debate 
and research.7•12

Since departure from water-wet condition due 
to wettability alteration can result in either decrease or 
increase in oil recovery efficiency, care must be taken 
in all the well treatment and injection opercltions not 
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tc, alter rock wettability in an unde:-in .. •d m.rnner. The 
wettabi!ity of an originally \\',1ter-wL't resln·oir HKk 
can be altered by the adsorption of pl)l.H compl1ltnd:
and/or the deposition of organic m,1ll'ri,1l that w,1s 
originally in the crude oil. 01w of tlw l"Pmmonly 
encountered conditions in oil reCl)\'L'ry llPl'r,1ti()J\:- i:
the presence of .-:sph,1ltene \\'hid1 c.111 c.Ht�l' 
interactions between rock ,1nd fluid:-, hencl' 
complicating further thl' lllhkr:-t,rnding of thl' 
wcttability mechanism. Amoni; 111,1ny \\'l'lt,1bility 
altering factors, asp ha l tene is Cl1n:-11.krl ,; ,1 pri m,1ry 
wettability altering agL'nt.7,D-1 7 

Th�re is abund.1nt e,·1dL'n1.·L· th,ll 1,·L'lt.1bilit,· 
reversal could occur duL' to wck iJ1Ll'r.1..:ti1111:- ,,·1th 
injected fluids or solvents in oil reC1l\'1.·ry pw..:e:-:-l':-.. 
Introduction of a miscible fluid in ,1 petwleurn 
reservoir in general, will pH1duc1.• ,1 nurnh•r ot 
alterations in thl' flow behavior, ph,1:-1.· L'quilibnum 
properties, and the reservoir rod.. ch.u,1..:ll'ri:-tic:-. 01w 
such alteration is the ,1sphalt1.·1w precip1t.1ti1,n, which 
ultimately affects the producti,·ity of ,, l"\'!'>l'n·nir in tlw 
course of oil production.1"·� 1 In mo:-t <'ir..:um:-t,rnces
a5phaltene precipitation may re:-ult in \\'l'tlability 
reversal in the reservoir. Changes in welt,1bihty due to 
the adsorption of asphaltene will altect :-11me of the 
design factors in an overall productilm prlices:-. 

The changes in wctt.:ibility i:- !-',<l\"L'llh:d m,1inly 
by interfacial propertie:-, of which interl,ici.11 ll'n:-ion i$ 
probably the mo5t important one. Tl\l' flow 
characteristics of a fluid in a capill,uy ,,·ill l11.' ch,1ngcd 
as a result of alterations in the intcrl,ici,1! ten�1on. The 
lack of experimental data has crc,111.•d ,111 intl.'IL'�l in the 
development of vari�1us correlatinn� lll pr1.•dict 
interfacial properties. It seems th,ll tc\\· ul tlw .w,1il,1ble 
correlatio,,s are able to predict intl.'rl,i..:i,,t kns!lln with 
an acceptable uncertainty over ,, widl' range nf 
temperature�; and pressures. This p,1per brings il)rlh 
the importa,1ce of understanding th1.· intcrfacial 
phenomena which can affect the wl.'lt,1bihty re\'ersal. 
The experiment�: .::vidence of the r1.1!l' ul a�ph,1111.>ne in 
altering the intcrfac:al tensilin bel\\'cen oil ,md water 
phases is dcmom,trated and a nwll.'cul,1r the,.1ry for the 
prediction of contact angles ,rnd ,,.l'tl.1bility is
presented. 

Asphaltene as a Surfactant 

In petroleum fluids, the hL',1\'}' traction:- of the 
polydispersc asphaltene compound have been 
observed to exist in the form oi micclil•:- or colloidal 
suspensions.22-25 This 5uspension is as�umed to be
caused by resins (heavy and mo:-tly aromatic 
molecules) which .1re adsorbed to the suriacc of 
asphaltene, keeping them afloat became of the 
repulsive forces between resin molecules in the 
solution and the adsorbed resin:- on the 
macromolecular (asphaltene) surf,1c1.' One of the 
propertie5 which distinguishes ;i colloid,,! :-olulilrn 
from other solutions is its interfaci.11 prnperty. 

Asphaltene is considered !l1 comprise the 
major portion of the surface active components of a 
crude oil. The surface-active agents arc found in a wide 
range of petroleum fractions.13 These compounds are 
prevalent in the heavier fractions l)f a crude that aho 
contain the most polar clas; of compound:,; and are 
mainly asphaltenes7, 15·17 The a�phaltcne fr,lCtion llf an 
oil generally consists of co11t.ienst.>d .uomatic and 
naphthenic molecules with molccul.u weights in the 
range of several hundred to sc\'cral thou�.and grams 
per mole. Heteroatoms in a�ph.:iltenl's 5uch as 
nitrogen, sulfur and oxygen indic,1te the presence of 
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polar function groups.26"27 Such a molecul.u structure
has prcperties similar to that of surfactanb. This is the 
reason why asphaltenes arc strongly surl,Ke acti\·e and 
they can be adsorbed on solid surfaces. 

When a rock 5urfacc is cont,1cted with a crude 
oil, there will be a possibility of 11\l.)dific.:iti1.m of its 
surface due to asphaltcnc ad�orption on it. This could 
alter the wettability of the rock. Whereas the polar 
segments of an asphaltenc molecule .ue oriented 
towards the surface, the nonpolar portiom are away 
from it, c ,using the surface becoming 1.�il-wcttable. It is 
reported that the wettability of Berea s,md5tone core 
was altered from its normal water-wet condition to 
neutral wettability due to adsorption of asphaltene5 
and resin5 on its surface.2� As a resuit of modification
of the rock surface, due to the presence of adsorbed 
layers of asphaltene, its wettability \,·ill be altered. 

The role of a surfactant is to reduce the 
interfacial tension between two partially misc1lilc or 
immiscible fluids below that obt.:iined when no 
surfactant is prescnt.29 A common mctl10d to ev,1luate
the wetting characteristics of a Sl•lid surface is 
measurement of the related cont,1ct-.1n�k·:-. Since the 
contact angles arc !unctions oi the suriace and/or 
interfacial tensions, we compare the a\'ailable 
experimental interfacial tension dat,1 ()f n-alkancs and 
oils with water10 and the surface tension data of the 
same. According to Table 1, the IFT d,1t,1 l1i crndc oils 
arc appreciably lower than IFT of pure hydrnc.ubons 
whereas the surface tensions of these crude 1..1ils are 
close to those of pure hydrocarbons. l\ka�urement of 
surface tension of the 5olutions of asphaltene in 
toluene indicates that there exists a critic,11 micelle 
concentration (CMC) for dilute solutions of 
asphaltenes in toluenc.25 With concentration of 
asphaltene below the CMC, the asphaltcne in the 
solution is in a molecular state while above the CMC, 
associations and aggregations of asphaltenes may 
occur. 

In an attempt to detcrminc whether the 
variations in intcrfacial properties can be related to 
wettability variations, we have examined the changes 
in the surface/interfacial tensions of different crude 
oils as induced by addition of different amounts of 
solvents to them. Our experim.:!ntal studies indicate 
that asphaltene deposition from a (rude oil has a 
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profound effect on the interfacial properties of the 
crude and the other phases in contact with it. We have 
utilized this cause and effect relationship for the 
detection of the onset of asphahene deposition from 
cri.lde oils in the course of their mixing (titration) with 
miscible solvents as it is discussed below. However, the 
experimental data collected in this connection have 
more to offer than merely the onset of deposition 
measurement. 

Interfacial Tension and the Onset of Aspha)tene 
Oeposition 

One major ques,ion of interest in the oil 
industry is "when'" and '' .,ow much'" asphaltene will 
flocculate under certain operating conditions. The 
onset of asphaltene flocculation is defined to be the 
point at which the asphaltene begins to flocculate. 
Proper estimation of the onset of asphaltene 
deposition which is of practical importance is a long
standing problem in a number of petroleum-related 
processes. Today, several methods are available for 
determining the onset of asphaltene flocculation 
which may vary in their degrees of accuracy and 
difficulty.3t-32 In general, these methods may be 
classified according to the process used to determine 
the properties of the system at the onset of asphaltene 
flocculation. 

In the present paper, a new titration technique 
has been developed for the detection of the onset of the 
asphaltene deposition due to the introduction of a 
miscible solvent in a petroleum crude. This method is 
based upon measurement of the interfacial tension 
between oil + solvent mixture and water. The in situ

precipitation and flocculation of asphaltene inside oil 
reservoirs is not expected to be quite the same as the 
controlled laboratory experiments reported here. This 
is primarily due to the possibility of multiphase flow 
through the reservoir porous media, streaming 
potential effects in pip<>s and conduits, i'nd the 
interactions of the precipitates and the l)ther i11 situ 
materials present. However, the experimental 
obs· �vations reported here can shed light on the role 
tha a miscible solvent may have in initialing the 
w ·•�bility reversal in the reservoir. 

Measurement of the onset of a:iphaltene 
flocculation of an oil mixture by titratmg against a 
solvent, i.e., pentane, hept,rne, dcc,:1111:, etc., is of 
considerable interest.31-31 This involves determining
the amount of a solvent (usually a pdraffin) that is 
needed to be added to a fixed amount of oil in order to 
arrive at the onset of asphaHene fl0cculation. The 
onset of asphaltene deposition may be determined 
visually through a microscope31 (with a magnificat; n 
of 200x). A microscope with light could be used for 
detecting the formation and appearance of the 
flocc•.!lating asphaltene particles. Several problems 
assc,ciated with this technique make it impossible to 
determine accurately th<> omct l)f asphaltene 
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deposition. Specially it seems rather difficult to make 
the visual observation of the onset unless the oil is 
relatively clear and contains small amounts of 
asphaltene. Visual detection of the onset of asphaltene 
deposition in dark and/or heavy crudes was shown to 
be rather difficult if not impossible. There exist various 
light intensity measurement methods for detecting the 
onset of asphaltene flocculation. It is reasonable to 
assume that all such techniques detect a stage of 
asphaltene deposition which is beyond its onset point. 
One may consider to use a "blank" test to correct errors 
in light measurement techniques for the detection of 
the onset. But due to the complexity and large 
variations in light absorbsivity of different oils such 
blank test will be of very limited value. 

Considering the limitations of the above 
mentioned techniques it has beco'1w necessary to 
develop an accurate experimental technique which can 
be utilized for the di?tection of the onset of asphaltene 
deposition. In what follows we describe a new method 
for relating the interfacial tension change of oil/water 
system with the onset of asphaltene deposition. In this 
technique, the amount of asphaltene precipitated from 
an oil can be closely related to changes in interfacial 
properties of the oil/water system. Thus, it is possible 
to quantify the onset of asphaltene deposition 
accurately in terms of oil/water mterfacial properties. 
In the present work we report the changes in the 
surface and interfacial tensions induced by the changes 
in n-heptane percentage in oil/n-heptane mixtures. 

Experimental Technique: The in,erfacial 
tension between water and a mixture of n-heptane and 
crude oil were measured by the DuNouy ring method. 
All meas1.Arements Wt!re made at 25 °C. Caution was 
taken to avoid the contamination of the ring by the oil. 
The Rosano surface tensiometer using Wilhelmy plate 
method with Roller Smith Precision Balance (Biolar 
Corporation) was used to test the variation of the 
interfacial properties as a function of time at room 
temperature. According to Figure 1, the equilibrium 
time is reached at about 3 hours for pure hydrocarbcns 
and oils before experiments were conducted. Re
distilled water is used to assure the purity of the water 
phase. No differences were observed in the tension 
data of double· and triple-distilled waters. 
Reproducibility tests were performed in order to verify 
.he reliability of the apparatus and test procedure. The 
results of the measurements along with their 
interpretations are reported below. 

As an example Figures 2 and 3 show the 
variation of surfac0 tension and oil/water interfacial 
tension of CRUDE OILS I & II, respectively, mixed with 
different amount� of n-heptane. The variation of 
surface tension of oil/n-heptane mixture shows a 
rather monotonic decrease with an increase in weight 
percentage of n-heptane, starting with the surface 
tension of pure oil and ending with the surface tension 
of pure n-heptane. The oil/water interfacial tension 
data are not monotonic as is the case with tht? surface 
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tension. These data have an instability region which 
can be associated with the asphaltene deposition. 

According to Figures 2 and 3 by adding n
heptane into crude oil we reach rather smoothly from 
pure oil IFT to point A. If there was 11-1 asphaltei\e 
deposition, there would have been a 1111.motonic 
continuation from point A to points B, C, D, ,wd 
eventually ending with the IFT of pure n-hcptane. 
However, because of the presence of a�phaltene in the 
crude oil and its depositi0n, interf.1cial tension 
measurements indicate an instability regirn1 in the data 
depicted by AA1A2A3 .... Asphaltene dq.)l)Sition from 
the oil phase seems to be the primary cau�l' L)f this 
instability in oil-water interfacial tension. Point A, in 
Figures 2 and 3, represents iile onset oi a�phaltcne 
deposition. The change of slope of the IFT curve at 
Point A indicates the decreased solubility ot a�phaltcne 
in crude oil/solvent mixture. 

We have observed similar phenomcn.:i 
regarding the variations of surface tensi,,ns and 
interfacial tensions of a variety oi crudl! oils and blends 
which will not be reported here. In what follow�. a 
statisitcal mechanical theory ior the prL'dictilm of 
wettability and its reversal is formuL1ted ,1nd 
presented. This theory will be utilil'.L'd for the 
prediction of the wettability of petroleum fluids and its 
reversal due to the pr,tcipitation of asphaltL'ne on Sl)lid 
surfaces in contact wit� an oil. 

Theory of Wettability and its Reversal 

Recently the statistical mechanic.11 theory of 
Macleod's equation for surface tensions is de\'eloped 
and the empirical concept t1f PARACHOR is given a 
sound theoretical basis.34 In a related de\'elopment a 
rigorous statistical mechanical theory for the relation 
between the interfacial tension of two partially 
miscible liquids and their respective surface tensions is
presented.35 In what follows a statistical mechanical
theory for wettability and its rc\"ersal will be 
introduced. 

Let us consider a fluid (water or oil) whose 
liquid and vapor phases are in equilibrium and is in 
contact with a rigid surface. The wcttability of this fluid 
is defined in term of the contact angle 0 betwel.'n the 
fluid and the wall, (see Figure 4) 

cose "'(y - y )/Y,
bV bl Iv 

(1) 

where Y , Y 1 and y1 are the inter facial tensions of the
bV b V 

solid-vapor, solid-liquid and liquid-vapt1r interfaces,
respectively. When the angle 6 goes to zero, the liquid 
spreads over the surface. In this case we have what is
called the complete wetting phenomenon. When 6
tends to 7t, the liquids forms an ideal spherical drop 
tangent to the solid surface. This corresponds to what
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is called non-wetting phenomenon. The partial 
wetting takes place when 6 is in between zero and 1t. 

Since the particles in the solid wall are 
assumed to be at fixed positions, the solid-fluid (liquid 
or v,1por) intermolecular interactions may be defined 
by an external potential function whose net action on a 
particle (i) of the fluid system is denoted by u(i). The 
pair-intermolecular-potential between two particles i 
and j of the fluid is denoted by ¢(i,j). Taking into 
account these remarks and using the statistical
mechanical definition of the in terfacial tension, 36 the 
quantities in equation (1) may be expressed in terms of 
these intermolecubr interaction potentials and the 
onc- and two-parlicle tkns1t1es in the system. The 
result of the calcul:ltion will be as follows: 

'Y,\ = Jct1 p,(Jl ((usu(]))\. + {l/2dct1 ct2 p,(1,2) (us<>(l,2))\' (2a) 

'Y,1 = Jct1 p
1
(1) ({i)suOl)v + (1/2) Jct1 d2 p1U,2Xus¢U,2))v (2b) 

Y1, = (J/2)fct1 d2 p1.(1,2)(us ¢(1,2))v (2c) 

Here, the svmbol els stands for surface derivative. The 
one- and l\�·o-particle densities in the vapor phase are 
denoted by p,.(1) and p,.0,2) , n�spectively, and the 
analogous densities in the liquid. phase are shown by 
p 1 (1) and P 1 (1,2) . The term Pi-- (1,2) is the two-particle 
density in the two-phase (liquid/vapo.) region. 

By replacing equations (2a-2c) in equation (1) 
tht' t•xpression for the contact angle takes the following 
form: 

,�)�e = {fd1 �p(l) < u,;Q(l,2lh + Ol2lfd1 d2 ._li1U,2) <Vs Q0,2)h·} / 
{012i fd1 ct2 r

i
, (1.2) (u,;0<1.2ll\'} (3) 

where, 

(4a) 

op Cl,�.) = Pv O ,2) • P
1 
0 ,�) (4b) 

In the above equations the effect of the solid surface on 
Yiv can be assumed to be negligible. However, the 
inter facial tensions (y,v and Y, 1) depend on the solid 
surface in two different ways: (i) Directly, through the 
effective solid-fluid (external) interaction, u(i). (ii) 
Indirectly, through the one- and two-p.uticle d1:nsities, 
p (1), p (1,2) [or p (1), and p (1,2)). 

V V I l 

It has been shown that the fluid on a solid 
surface (adsorbed layer) can be treated as a separate 
fluid phase from the bulk fluid.37

•
39 This adsorbed 

layer of fluid is characterized by: (i) The activity of the 
particles in tht! adsorbed layer, a(i), which depends on 
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the surface structure (i.e., whethC'r surface is porous, 
granulous, or has adsorbent sites) and ille periodicity _of
the surface. (ii) The pair-intermolecular potential 
between adsorbed particles, w{i,j), i� cqu,11 to the 
potential of thi:: mean force in the ii uid under 
consideration against an ideal wall \'\'ithout ,1dsorption 
potential. 

For example, provided the surface is an ide..l 
wall normal to the z-axis with fixed attr,1ctivc sites 
(which may be distributed on difforent lat 'ce 
structures) the interaction surface-particlt.?, u(i), may be 
written as: 

(5) 

In this equation, the sum is extended to the 
number M of attractive site� that llw surf.le<.' contains 
and u0(i) is the interaction potential of the ide.1! wall
on the particle i given by: 

Uo {i) = "'°, 
= 0, 

for z, s; 0, 
for 2

1 
> 0. 

Then, the activity of the adsorbed p,utick·� will b�': 

(6) 

a(i) = p0(i) (exp ( • j3L021 ti.,/il) • 1) = 1l(i) 1;@ (7) 

A quite analogous cqt1,1tion 111,1_1· be ,,-ritten in 
the case of other non-flat (i.e., pOfl)US or i;r,rnulous) 
surfaces. The pair-potential w(i,j), between two 
adsorbed particles is given by: 

w(i,j) = - kT In g0(i,j) (8) 

In the above equations p0(i) ,,nd gn(i,Jl denote 
one-particle density and the pair-distribution function, 
respectively, in the fluid under consickr.1tit1n, in th1.: 
presence of an ideal wall without ,,d�orpt1on potcnti,1!. 
Therefore p 0(i) and g0(i,j) do not dcpt·nd nn the 
potential ua. 

To ciiscuss the dependence oi thl..' CtlllVCt angle, 
8, on the molecular properties of the fluid (vapor and 
liquid) system let us consider a simplitkd nwdd in 
which the particles of the fluid .ire supp,):-cd to bl.! 
spherical with hard core diameter, o. It �hould bi.? noted 
that the attractive po 1ential, u11 (i), tend� to fix the 
particles to the v:a!J. In addition t,1 cr two other 
parameters should be considered which .in• the 
distance, �, between two consecutive ,Htractin' sites 
and the range, A, of the site-particll' interactitm. The 
importance of these parameters is that two different 
sites may be occupied by the same particle provided 
their separation �, is less than or cqu,,I to o. Also two 
different particles may be fixed by the same site if A was 
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greater tha:--. or equal to a. Since this general case could 
lead to rather complicated s:tuations \Ye simpliiy the 
problem by assuming � and A satisfy tlw ctindition ). < 
a < �. This leads to having no site fixed with more 
than one particle at the same time ,.rnd no p,1rtide 
occupying more than one site simult,m0,1usly. 

Now two adsorbed particle,- i and 1 ctrnld bt' 
assumed to interact via the pair·pt)l�·nt1.,l, w(i,J). which 
is alternatively aHractive or repulsivl' dcp ..... Pding on 
the length of their mutual separation fiJ, (sec Figure 5).
It fol1ows that, because of their mutu,1! attraction or 
repulsion, two adsorbed particles tend tt) displace one 
another. Hence, the desorption phcnomi.:non will bl.' 
generated. However, if this sep,,r.,rion dist.met.? 
corresponded to an extremum oi w(i,J) (i.e., their 
mutual force being zero) the pair-distribution iunction 
would not be affected. It follows that if Q was such that 
the distances betw�en adsorbl,d p,1rt1dc,- did not 
correspond to the extrema of w(i,Jl, tlw adslnbcd 
particles would tend to l11nil tht• ,1dsorption 
phenomenon (i.e., the external ptHcnti,,l ,11\d the p,1ir
distribution function i,ave opposite effects). The angle 
8 is such that the two effl'Cl� (,1ti�orption and 
desorption) would balance each other. C,nbl..'t]Uently, 
for a given fluid system 0 m:iy ch,rnge tw nwdifying 
the structure of the solid suri,Ki.? ,rnd l'Wntually the 
nature of the interaction between thi.? :,.urfact.? ,.nd the 
fluid particles. 

The situation when comph.':-.. fluids (non
spherical and/or polar fluids) are considered can be 
a1s0 treated in a similar m.:1nncr. However, the 
formulation of the working equations ,,·ill bi? more 
complicated and they will rt.?quirc more extensive 
numerical computation ior these solutinn:-.. In the c,,�e 
of dipolar molecules, for in!'-tancc, thL' p,i,,itilll\S oi thi.? 
extrema of the pair-distribulll)ll iunctitm Ml' );ll\'t.?rned 
by the size of the molecules of thL' fluid pi-..n·kkd the 
interaction surfacc-partide dol'S n0t dq1end on the 
orientations of the nwlen1lc:;. This i, 11,1 11\Ml' true 
when the surface-particle potcnti,11 b,.:c,irnL·:- scns1ti\·e 
to the orientations of the mok•cuks. It 1-,lh1w:- that for 
a given value of Q. the pair·distributkm luncti1.m m,,y, 
or may not, have any cffL·ct on tlw adst)rption 
depending whether the inter,1etion smt.Kl'·nwlL·cule 
will, or will not, be sensitive to t!K· 1.Wil·nt.1tinn� ll! !he 
particles. However, equ,1titrns (7) ,ind (I,) Ml' c,act ,rnd 
remain valid. Her,ce the formul,1tion prv-.L'nlL'd ,1l'o\·e 
will remain the same. 

It is dear that one may add ,, 1'L'\\. :-ub�t,,nce to 
the system which will cover thl' whnk -.url,1cc or 
occupy some of its sites (and ctm,L'l]lll'n tly, thL' 
structure of the surface or the ,,ction t1f th,• sites is 
totally or partially annihilated). That is, the $ilc·site 
uistance may be modified ai�d thl'refNt· tht.' cont,1c1 
angle 0, can be changed. Thb is wh,11 the rnle of 
asphaltene could be when it precipit,1l1.'� from the oil 
phase. 
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The above formulation and discussion can be 
extended to the case when two immisible (or partially 
miscible) liquids are present. For two immiscible 
liquids (oil and water for example) thl.! situation is 
analogous to what we have in Figure -1, in which the 
gas and liquid phases arc replaceJ by uil and water 
phases, respectively. The analogue L)f equ.1tion (1) is 
now the following equation: 

cose == (y -y )/y 
�o �w \..,·o 

(9) 

The solid surface ,,;ill b<:> \\'atcr ,,·1:tt,1bk• when 
0 goes tov,rards zero and it will be oil m:tt,1ble \\'hen e 
goes towards 1c. Using equation (1) once for oil and 
once for water and assuming tlut the sol',l-;;quid 
interfacial tension remains approximatdy the _, ... ,ne (as 
when no second component \\'as present) equation (9) 
could then be written in the following form: 

(10) 

'Ysv and y1v are the inter facial tensions of the ::.lilid-vapl)r
and liquid-vapor interfaces, respl.!cti\'e:v. The 
superscripts o and v,; refer to oil ,rnd water, 
respectively. y denotes the interfacial ll'nsion oi the 

\\'() 

water-oil interface. According tl) tlw prc\'inus 
remarks, it is possible l\) nwdifv thL' \·aluL' lif l:l and 
consequently the wcttabilitv of the svstcm. ResL·.uch 
work is in progress in our' laboratoriL':- t,) t'XlL'nd the 
application of this theorv to the c,1sL' ,ii rnmplcx 
petroleum fluids containing asph.1ltenL'. 

Conclusions 

The experimental resulb of the suri,KL' ,md 
in terf acial tension m0asuremen ts rL'plHted in this 
paper have enabled us to arri\'e ,11 snlllL' imp,)rt,1nt 
conclusions which will help us t,i tmdL'rst,rnd the 
mechanism of wettability rcvcrs.:11 of pdwlcum fluids 
on solid surfaces due to asph,,lte1w lkp,1:,iti,)n. A 
statistical mechanical theory oi ,,·ct t,1bili t y ,rnd its 
reversal is pr0sentcd in this report. Thi� thL·,iry when 
applied to reservoir fluid mixturL's will L'I1,1bk u� t,1 
predict their wcttability knowing tlw mokcul,u 
characieristics of the fluids ,rnd �urL1Cl' under 
consideration. 

1. The role of asphaltcne seems to be sub�tantial in
altering the interfacial propertiL':, of \\',Her ,rnd (,ii
systems. The instability of IFT due tl) asphalkne
deposition may be due to tlw :-.uri,,ctant
characteristic of asphaltcnc particle:,.

2. The start of asphaltene depositil)n c,rn�L'� ,ibrupt
changes in the IFT of oil \v,1ter i;ystems. This has
made it possible to estimc\tc accuratelv the onset of
asphaltene deposition from pctroleun; fluid� under
titration with miscible solvents whici1 otherwise
will be difficult to measure.

3. While there is a marked di0ct due to asphaltene
deposition on the If-T t)f t)il/w,1ter syster.'s, it
appears that the oil surface t,'nsion is not ;:ifcctcd
by asphaltenc deposition.

Further research work for dc\'elopment of statistical 
mechanical models which will describe the changes in 
the interfacial tension between oil and water phases 
under the influence of asphaltene and prediction of 
tJ-.e mechanisms of wettabilitv and its reversal is in 
progress in our laboratory. 
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lnterfacial Tensions of Some Hydroc.nbon Liquids with Water 
and Their Surf,1ce Tensions at 20 °C and 1 atm 

Benzene 

Hydrocarbons 

n-Pentanc
n-Hexanc
n-Heptanc
n-Octane
n-Dccane
n-Dodccane
n-Hexadecanc

0 

35.(l,) 

5U 2 

50.8 

51.2 
51.5 
51.7 
52.9 
53.S

Oils (Measured in our laht1r,1ttW\') 

Crude Oil I 
Crude Oil II 
Crude Oil Ill 
Crude Oil IV 

28.1 () 
2S.3S 
22.74 
2-! 23 

Surface Tension 

72.1-10 

18.30 
20.26 
20.00 
21.69 
21.-!0 
25.--1-l 
27.-16 

24.89 
23.99 
23.29 

The Physic.ii l'ropcrtics of Crude Oils 

Crude Oil 1 

Crude Oil II 

Crude Oil Ill 

Crude Oil IV 

Mw (g/ml)l) 

186.4 

21-1.55 

278.0 

DL·n�ity (g/ cc) 

0.883 

0.859 

o.sss

0.863 

% A�phaltcne 

2.0 

3.4 

4.2 

0.62 
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Fig 5- Beha’:,or of the pawwl’s!rbuuon function. go (1.2) (the SOIId
curve), and the pm~mtlal of mean force. w1,21 (the dadwd curve)
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